than the original Big Shooter
bench. It also costs a bit more –
$480 versus $425 for the standard
unit. Carrying bags are available
to protect the bench’s finish as it
bounces around in the bed of
your truck.
The Big Shooter bench will see
lots of use in the years ahead.
It’s one of the sturdiest, bestdesigned portable benches I’ve
tried. This is one bench that will
never be relegated to the discard
pile.
For more information, contact
Mectron LLC, Dept. HL, PO Box
32382, Minneapolis MN 554320382; or visit its web site at:
www.thebigshooter.com.

UNIQUETEK
MICROMETER
POWDER BAR KIT
FOR DILLON AUTO
POWDER MEASURES

pense the correct powder weight.”
This eliminates the need for an expensive powder measure in each
caliber, producing significant savings in both time and cost.
“This product has been four years
in the making, and I’m excited to
finally bring it to market,” says Lee
Love, UniqueTek’s product design

engineer. “There just isn’t another
micrometer adjuster for the Dillon
Precision Auto Powder Measure
available anywhere.”
For more information contact:
UniqueTek, Inc., Dept. HL, 222
E. Stonebridge Drive, Gilbert
AZ 85234; or visit the web site:
www.uniquetek.com.
•

UniqueTek, Inc. recently introduced its Micrometer Powder Bar
Kit, which upgrades existing Dillon
powder bars to a micrometer powder bar. It’s said to provide, “both
true indexing capability and
1/1000-inch adjustment increments.”
According to the company, the
Micrometer Powder Bar Kit eliminates the need to guess how many
turns of the adjustment screw will
return you to a previous powder
weight. It fits all powder bars for
the Dillon Auto Powder Measure
and Belted Magnum Powder Measure. The kit includes all-metal
micrometer head, LocTite® and instructions. The powder bar is not
included.
“The primary advantage of the
Micrometer Powder Bar Kit is that
it allows users to return to any
powder charge weight previously
recorded with an accuracy equivalent to 0.002 grains of Winchester
231 gunpowder,” UniqueTek says.
“One powder measure can be easily moved from one toolhead to the
next, then instantly adjusted to disAugust-September 2005
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